December 2013

Monthly Georgia Commute Options $25 Prize Winners
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

**AGL Resources**
Julie Johnson
Justin Meeker

**Alston & Bird**
Allison Holmes
Denise Louis
Carol McCullough
Nan Stallings

**AT&T - Midtown**
David Bowman
Gloria Britt
Judy Cranford
Keith Dowdley
Jill Fard
Nicole Ford
Susan Groover
Carol Hodg
Jeff Helton
David Laberis
Joseph Jones
Nikita McNeill
Tina Morton
Keith Nohe
Doug Owen
Lawrence Schroeder
Donna Stokely
Philip Thomas
Kristie Warren
Gary Williams
Yufeng Yao

**Bank of America**
Neil Hall
Krysta Solomon

**Bryan Cave**
Audrey Arnold

**Emory University Hospital Midtown**
Juanita Rose

**Federal Home Loan Bank**
Madhan Premkumar

**Federal Reserve Bank of ATL**
Andrew Flowers
Terrance Monpas
Samuel Terry
Bob Watson

**Fragomen, Del Ray, Bernsen, & Loewy**
Michael Jaspers
Jamie Miller

**Georgia Tech**
Candace Brakewood
Nathanial Burnham
Christopher Cappelli
Baptiste Coudrillier
Sheryl George
Lucas Henneman
Alan Hewitt
Laurens Keek
Conrad McCulley
Vince Pedicino
Jeffrey Rada
Tammy Scott
Andrew Shaw
Stephen Thomas
Theresa Weimann
Jessica Wolff
Cara Young

**King & Spalding**
Helen Britt
Kathy Smith
Roycie Tanksley

**Midtown General**
(Listed on next page)

**Norfolk Southern Corp**
Phil Bergman
Amanda Downs
Julie Farmer
Aneida Guest
Karla Holland
Cynthia Hunter
Andrew Koch
Beth Letchford
Yi-Tzer Lin
Gloria Linsey
Patrick McMillan
John McNeil
Johnda Mitchell
Maria Newton
Sonja Parr
Veerappan Sadayappan
Terry Shikano
Rhonda Smith
David Wade
Alicia Webb

**Smith Gambrell & Russell**
Sarah Mauldin

**Sutherland Asbill & Brennan**
Lorraine Allen
Tracy Ledbetter
Tammy Morton
Commuter Prize Winners
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

**Midtown General**
Eric Buergler – RouteMatch
Linda Camp – Atlanta Center for Medical Research
M Chvasta – AID Atlanta
Cheryl Cobbler – Housing Assistance Council
Kizzie Crawford – Drew, Eckl, & Farnham
Unal Dogru – Heery International
Melissa Duncan – FTI Consulting
Renee Fleming – Fox Sports South
Lauren Fraley – Perkins + Will
Stephen Gilbert – Rabobank
Charles Gunti – PricewaterhouseCoopers
Nareene Hamler – Georgia’s Own Credit Union
Faye Hays – Equifax
Ioma Hooper – Hunton & Williams
Beth Hope – Seyfarth Shaw
Janet Hudson - Drew, Eckl, & Farnham
Katina Jones-Gatewood
Salome Lambert - Drew, Eckl, & Farnham
Christopher Leerssen – Tunnell-Spangler & Associates
Susan Loth – 22squared
C. Mabry – Perkins + Will
Annie Manuel – Oxford Industries
Bradley Mason – Novare Group
Aaron Mercer – Heery International
Marcia Mosher – Rabobank
Rodney Moss – Direcpath
Jacqueline Murdock – Private Client Law Group
Kelley Norman – Oxford Industries
Grace Paul – Perkins + Will
Brian Sanders – Outbrain
Frederick Schaudies – Leonis Partners
Tammie Sosebee – Dr. Alan Goodman
Virginia Sweeney – High Museum of Arts
Jessica Thompson – tvsdesign
Hong-Van Vo – Accenture
Heath Washburn – Heery International